Anthroposophy is a path of knowledge,
to guide the spiritual in the human being
to the spiritual in the universe.
Rudolf Steiner
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With advanced training
in the sciences and
information technology,
Grant Davis is skilled at
effectively relating
complex ideas to the
non-specialist. A lively
and approachable
teacher, Grant draws on
over 30 years of study of
anthroposophy.

An Introduction to
Anthroposophy
With Grant Davis
and Colleagues
6 Tuesdays – 5:30 pm to 7 pm
November 7 to December 12, 2017

An Introduction to
Anthroposophy
A Six Week Course
Led by Grant Davis
In this course, you will be introduced to the
remarkable, enlivening ideas of Rudolf Steiner,
usually referred to as anthroposophy, or spiritual
science. You will learn of the hidden worlds of soul
and spirit that are the foundation of daily life. You
will see the vast trajectory of humanity’s
development and your place in this great drama.
You will learn what happens after death and the
role of karma in human unfolding. You will learn
how to begin the path of knowledge yourself.
Artistic and practical experiences will serve to help
you assimilate new ideas and perspectives.
Just as the scientific revolution transformed human
culture bringing us great advances in science,
technology and commerce, so the spiritual
scientific revolution Steiner initiated will transform
humanity’s self-understanding, equipping us with
new capacities. Through developing conscious
relationships with the spiritual beings we will learn
how to live in harmony with nature and develop
effective new social and economic forms of life.

Course Details
Dates
6 Tuesdays in November and December
Nov. 7, 14, 21, 28, December 5, 12

Time
5:30 pm to 7:00 pm

Location
Waldorf Academy
250 Madison Avenue, Toronto

Cost: Free admission thanks to the
generous support of Waldorf Academy
All materials are provided
To register or for more information,
please contact Grant Davis at:
toronto.asc@gmail.com
(416) 524-6630
For more on anthroposophy see
www.anthroposophy.ca
Sponsored by the Toronto Branch of
The Anthroposophical Society in Canada

